SERIS - Public Safety
Empower police to capture,
manage and integrate crime
and criminal records in a
country to reduce crime and
make communities safer
Designed and implemented in Southern
Africa, the Crime and Criminal Records
System (CCRS) offers a proven and real-time
solution to share crime and criminal records
instantaneously across police stations,
various police divisions, departments and law
enforcement units.

crime management, reporting and crime
intelligence. With these functionalities, the
deployment of
resources
and case
investigation can be improved.

and understanding. Law enforcement
agencies can be directed to pay attention to
places of high crimes and allocate their
resources accordingly as and when needed.

Identify
Current
And
Potential Crimes Hotspots In
Efficient Country Wide Real-time
Online Capturing System
Crime happens randomly and will not spread

With CCRS, the collected crime and criminal
information, crime analysis, trends and
patterns will be able to improve policing
operations leading to an improved response
to fight crimes.

With the lack of information sharing
between the same agency, different
government agencies and issues in proper
documentation of incidents and crimes, a
comprehensive and reliable end to end
solution has been developed to assist law
enforcement agencies to effectively manage
and reduce crime rates.
By offering a country wide online capturing
and sharing system of reported crime and
criminals, CCRS allows better facilitation in

evenly across maps. CCRS provides
Geographical Information System (GIS) spatial
analysis for law enforcement agencies to
visualize current and potential crime hotspots
and patterns.
With the consolidated data from government
network platform, a built-in operations
dashboard allows the examination of complex
seemingly unrelated criteria. These data can
be displayed in graphical layers, spatial maps
or internal (AFIS) and external interfaces
(Interpol, Immigation etc) for better visuals

Solution Features
 Real-time command and control
dashboards

 Quick access to crime suspects, criminals,
missing persons, wanted list , fake and
stolen IDs and driving licenses

 Facilitate police clearance with

Automated Fingerprint Identification
System (AFIS) Interface
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